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Welcome

Somany Institute of Technology & Management was established under the aegis of Swatantrata Senani R.D.
Somany Shikshan Sansthan which is an embodiment of the vision and inspiration of Swatantrata Senani Sh. R.D.
Somany. He was a veteran freedom fighter and an educationist. Somany Sansthan is working in the interest of Education,
Social upliftment & National Interest since 1945, even before independence.
SITM is the buzz name of Somany Institute of Technology & Management, The Institute was very well established in
2000 with a clear vision of providing quality technical education for higher studies. Today, the institute is known for
imparting excellent technical & professional education in the field of Engineering & Management. SITM is nestled in
serene and pollution free environment, which is away from the din and bustle of city life. It provides ideal environment for
studying as well as for personal grooming.
The campus is well equipped with important amenities such as classrooms, drawing hall, laboratories, seminar halls,
library, computer centre, work shops, hostel, canteen and indoor as well as out door sports facilities. SITM represents the
manifestation of modern challenges and new
concepts of methodology in higher technical
education.
Famous for its knowledge generation and
curriculum delivery mechanism, SITM
enjoys the acceptance of its 6000 students
and their families. The institute reflects its
own culture, character and humanistic
approach along with smooth interpersonal
relationship aiming at the extensive
capacity building of the students. Also high
standard of discipline is maintained in the
campus to attain perfection in the quest of
outstanding position in the field of
education.
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Who Are Engineers Anyway?

"Engineers are people who want to make things better, faster, stronger, simpler, smarter, quicker, quieter, greener and more efficient," shares
Julie Ulseth, director of marketing, enrollment services at Kettering University (MI). Job security? Engineering has it! "Engineers are some of
the most sought-after professionals in our society today because they imagine the future and make it happen," explains Matt McLendon,
director of communications at Georgia Tech. "There are plenty of opportunities for a career that can be personally rewarding and can make a
major contribution to the improvement of people's lives and the advancement of our nation," says E. Manos Maragakis, dean of the College of
Engineering at the University of Nevada, Reno. "Examples of contributions include engineering applications related to all aspects of
infrastructure, national security, renewable energy, natural disaster response and medical applications." With engineering you've got plenty of
options!
"It's not all work and no play." There is always something new because technology opens doors and minds every second of every day.
There are fields of study and new industries that don't even exist yet that will come into being because of engineers .But as exciting as the field of
engineering can be, it isn't the right fit for every student. Engineers undergo rigorous training to prepare for the demands of this fast-paced career

Why To Choose Engineering As career Among Other Courses?
Reason 1: Money - This is always one of the top reasons to study anything. It's important to know that engineers are among the top-paid
Professional world-wide. It's well known that if you want money, engineering is one of the best ways to go. Money is so important in our world,
especially in these economic times, this is one factor you should be considering your carefully career.
Reason 2: Prestige - Along with doctors and lawyers, engineers are professionals who have a lot of prestige. Wouldn't your mother be proud to
tell all her relatives and friends that her son or daughter is an engineer? You'll gain a desired job image, and join a profession that supports
national and global competitiveness, security, and rising living standards. Being an engineer just makes you look great.
Reason 3: Creativity - Most jobs don't allow you to be creative. Engineering, on the other hand, lets you exercise your judgment however you
want. You'll need to be creative to come up with solutions to fascinating problems, and you'll be able to use both concrete knowledge and your
own thoughts and views when coming up with a successful original design or development. Engineering is the art of science!
Reason 4: Discovery - An engineering education will help you discover how the world works. You may be dealing with recent issues such as
electric cars, alternative energy sources, nuclear reactors, and more. You may end up seeking for answerson how to solve world hunger or what
kinds of technology cause cancer. Engineering is interconnected with science and research, and it will allow you to learn and discover a world of
knowledge.
Reason 5: Society Needs Us - If you're smart, you have a responsibility to society. Don't waste your brain power- become an engineer. From the
early days of dawn engineers have worked to benefit society- developing everything from necessary forms of safety and security measures and
transportation mechanisms, to devices and technologies that enrich life and make it better and more comfortable for everyone. New engineering
trends may help solve issues like diseases, hunger, energy, and pollution problems. Make a difference- help us engineer a better tomorrow.
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Why to choose engineering at SITM? (10 star education ... for assured success)

•

Oldest institute of the region

•

25 acres lush green campus with pollution free environment

•

Training in campus as per Industrial requirement

•

Assured placement with better salary scale.

•

Learned faculty and well equipped laboratories.

•

Free of cost study for SC/ST students

•

50% fee Concession for girls (T.Fee)

•

Scholarship on Merit bases.

•

Direct admission in second year for B.Sc graduates and diploma holders through LEET

•

Easily approachable location in industrial area hub (Manesar, Dharuhera, Bhiwadi,
Gurgaon, Behror, Shahjahanpur, Neemrana, Bawal)

•

Wifi enabled campus

•

Anti-ragging campus

•

SITM ensures special care to every student i.e the freedom to use labs and study
books of other streams of technology also in addition to the student's opted course
for his extra ordinary development if he /she desires in the free time.

•

More than 25000 books in library

•

Separate R and D cell

•

Personality development classes for students

•

Separate hostel facility in campus for boys and girls

•

Horse riding, swimming pool, Gym, Football, Lawn Tennis, Table tennis,
Badminton, Basketball, Volleyball etc..

•

In every 5 mins Bus facility for Delhi Jaipur

•

In every 30mins Train facility for Delhi Jaipur
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People who follow the news in science and engineering are often astonished the first time they see SITM. Unadorned signs mark the borders of a
campus that is just half a mile across. Inside gardens, fountains, and café patios fill sunny spaces between historic buildings. The small, park-like
campus comes as a surprise, given SITM’S record of world-changing discoveries and inventions and the luminaries educated here. Behind the
gracious old façades—and several striking contemporary ones—are some of the world’s most advanced laboratories. In addition, faculty and
students develop and use facilities around the world. SITM’s history of achievement stems from the caliber of people who choose to come here and
from their ready access to other superb scholars and to cutting-edge facilities. When undergraduates arrive, they have the opportunity—sometimes
for the first time in their lives—to discuss with passion exciting, challenging problems in 9 Introduction science, math, and engineering with people
who can respond in kind. Many work side by side with faculty in the labs before their first year is out. Together, faculty and students stretch
themselves intellectually, moving ahead fast and sometimes leaving whole new fields in their wakes. The following pages offer an overview of
SITM’s aims and programs.
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Vision and Mission

VISION
SITM stands to deliver
•
High class Technocrats and Global
Managers
•
Academic Excellence and Continuous
Innovation
MISSION
The mission of Somany Institute of
Technology And Management is to expand
human knowledge and benefit society
through research integrated with education.
We investigate the most challenging,
fundamental problems in science and
technology in a singularly collegial,
interdisciplinary atmosphere, while
educating outstanding students to become
creative members of society and to create
cutting edge managers capable of facing
global challenges, both at individual and
organizational level. Students are the heart
and soul of the SITM. They provide the
reason for the institute's existence. SITM
aims to include in students a constant
yearning for learning through the
Combination of academic rigor,
contemporary curriculum design, passionate knowledge delivery, participative dialogue and discussion, interaction with leading practitioners
and application orientation. Along with academic excellence, students are sensitized to the concern of society and encouraged to address them
with dedication and fervor. The result is a wholesome personality that creates value for organizations even while meeting the challenges of 21st
century and bridging the chasm between the haves and the have-nots. Faculty, staff and administrators facilitate the transformational change
that is sought to be brought about in the young people who pass through the corridors of SITM. People who walk, the talk make the vital
difference at SITM. By personal example, they inspire students as to the virtues of hard work, perseverance and a positive attitude.
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Training & Placement Cell

College also Assists the Students in their Training & Placement. A Full-fledged Department of training & placement has been established by the
college while realizing its importance in shaping the future of the students. It has an updated databank of requirements of corporate / Industrial
sector. Regular communication takes place to fetch placement. Our TPO regularly interacts with them from time to time for placement. We have
100% Placement in Printing Technology & Mechanical Engineering.
To keep pace with ever changing world technology, each student has to undergo summer training in industries. The college is surrounded by
many industries within a radius of 25kms. That directly results into most excellent placement. We work on placing our students with best of the
leading companies. India's best PSUs, MNCs are among the list of companies where our Alumni are presently working. Some of the leading
companies which have helped us for the training and placement are as follow:
YKK India Ltd.
Hero Honda Motors Ltd.
Electrolux Kelvinator Ltd.
Asahi India Ltd.
Hughes Software Systems
Sona Koyo Steering etc.
Lucas TVS Ltd.
Paramount Communication Ltd.
Exide Industries Ltd.
India Nippon Electronics Ltd

Ripe Component Technology Pvt. Ltd.
Uni Product India Ltd.
Aryan Group of Companies
Balaji Prime Real Estate
Sai Packaging Ltd.
Replica Press Pvt. Ltd.
Wheels India Ltd.
Caparo Maruti Ltd.
Kumar Printers Ltd.
Tecpro Systems Ltd.
Coventary Coil-o-Matic Ltd.
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Infosys
Reliance Infotech
Airtel
BHEL
Flextronics, Gurgaon
Bharti Radio Ltd.
HCL
Wipro
J.K.Soft. Noida
Precision Electronics Ltd. Noida
Pantex India Ltd.
Progressive Pvt. Ltd. Gurgaon
Cemotel Pvt. Ltd. Noida
ICICI Bank
Apro Auto Pvt. Ltd.
Doordarshan Kender, Guhwati, Assam
Intech Solutions, Yusuf Sarai, New Delhi
Magic Software, Noida
Havell's India Ltd.
Path Infotech. Delhi
SGS Takniks Gurgaon
MTV Pune
Tata Tele Services.
ESS Computer Solution, Okhla
Engineer & Maintenance Ltd. Jodhpur

TCS Banglore
IET Alwar
DEDS India
JBM Group of Companies
J2EE Enterprise, Gurgaon
Bista Soft Solution
System House South Ext. New Delhi
Pananma Industries, Sonepat
IDEA Chandigarh
United Telephone Ltd. Banglore
Gemco Control Pvt. Ltd.
Elmer International Pvt. Ltd. Faridabad.
IFex Solutions (P) Ltd.
Birla Soft
Abery Dellison
Maruti Suzuki Ltd.
Sona Sonic Lemforder Components Ltd.
Jindal Architecture Ltd. Bilaspur
Federal Mogul Automotive
products (P) Ltd.
Amtek
Glaxy Offset Pvt. Ltd.
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Courses Offered
Engg. Courses

Management Courses

Intake

MBA - HR, Finance, Marketing
(Dual Specialization)
B.B.A.
Professional Courses

80

B.C.A.

80

60

Master of Technology (M.Tech)
Electronics and Communication Engineering

Intake
18

Computer Science and Engineering

18
Mechanical Engg. (Manufacturing & Automation)18
Print and Graphic Communication
Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech)
Electronic and communication Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Printing Technology
Diploma in Vocational Courses
Printing & Packaging Technology
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning

18
Intake
30
30
60
30
Intake
30
30
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Course Curriculum
B.Tech (Electronic & Communication Engineering)
Embedded System
Optical Communication Systems
Digital Signal Processing
Data Communication
Projects
Practical Training
Wireless Communication
Satellite Communication Engineering
General Fitness for the Profession
Communication Engineering
Electronic Measurement and instrumentation
Analog Electronics Circuits
Antenna and Wave Propagation
Computer Architecture and Organisation
Microprocessors and Interfacing
Microwave and Radar Engineering
Control System Engineering
MOS IC'S and Technology
Computer Networks
TV Engineering
Digital System Design
Engg. Economics or Mathematics
Fundamentals of Management
Electronics Devices & Circuits
Network Theory
Electrical Machines-I
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Electronic workshop, PCB, Design &Circiut lab
Electromechanical Energy Conversion
Engg.Economics or Mathematics-III
Analog Electronics
Digital Electronics
Communication Systems
Signals & Systems
Electro Magnetic Theory
General Proficiency

LIST OF OPEN ELECTIVES
Language Skills for Engineers
Human Resource Management
Business Communication
Entrepreneurship
Nanotechnology
Laser Technology
Mechatronics Systems
Artificial Intelligence & Expert Systems
Mobile Communication
Power Electronics
Fuzzy Control System
Genetic Algorithm & Applications
Radar & Sonar Engineering
Advance Control System
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B.Tech (Mechanical Engineering)
Thermodynamics
Engineering Mechanics
Material Science
Machine Drawing
Manufacturing Technology-I
Strength of Materials-I
Fluid Mechanics
Steam &Power Generation
Kinematics of Machines
Machine Design
Fluid Machines
Internal Combustion Engines & Gas Turbines
Manufacturing Science
Applied Numerical Techniques & Computing
Dynamics of Machines
Machine Design II
Heat Transfer
Automatic Controls
Automobile Engineering
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Operations Research
CAD/CAM
Power Planet Engineering
Mechanical Vibration
Flexible Manufacturing Systems
Modern Manufacturing Processes
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Computer Science Engineering)
Computer Network
Computer Graphics
Principle of Operating System
System Programming & System Administrator
Programming Language
Internet Fundamental
Object Oriented Programming Language using C++
Computer Architecture & Organisation
Multimedia Technologies
Principle of S/E
Intelligent System
Web Development
Data ware house & Data mining
Advanced Computer Architecture
Object Oriented System Design
Distributed Operating System
Advanced Java

Printing Technology
Printing Process
Typography & Typesetting
Printer's Science
Theory of Machines
Computer application in Printing
Digital Electronics
Graphic Design

14
Design & Planning for Print production
Flexography
Printing materials
Electronics Composition
Electrical Machines Utilization
Reproduction Technology
Gravure Technology
Offset Technology-I
Printing Image Generation-I
Print Media Ethics
Advertising & Multimedia
Printing Management
Printing Substrate
Printing Ink Technology
Printing Image Generation-II
Print Finishing
Offset Technology-II
Entrepreneurship Development
Quality control
Color Seperation Techniques
Computer Graphics in Printing
Book Publishing
Continuous Stationary & Security Printing

Common for all Branches
Essentials of Communication
Mathematics-1
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Computer Science Engineering)
Physics-1
Basics of Electronics
Engineering Chemistry
Fundamentals of Computer & Programming in C
Electrical Technology
Basics of Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Graphics &Drawing
Workshop Technology
Enviornmental Studies
Communication Skills in English
Basics of Biotechnology
Mathematics -2
Physics-2
Basics of Electronics
Engineering Chemistry
M.TECH

Electronic & Communication Engineering
Advanced Microprocessor and Microcontroller
Satellite and Space Communication
Information and Communication Theory
Adaptive and Signal processing
Electronics System Design
VLSI Design
Wireless and Mobile Communication
Neutral Networks and Fuzzy Logic
CDMA Systems

16
Projects & Dissertation
Data Communication Networks
Computer Communications
Neutral Network

Computer Science and Engineering
Computer System Software
Mathematics Foundation of Computer Science
Analysis & Design Algorithms
Internet & Web Technology
Soft Computing
Resource Management of Computer Systems
Mobile and Wireless Communication
Software Verification, Validation and Testing
Knowledge Based System Design
Advanced DBMS
System and Network Administration
Software Project Management

Mechanical Engineering
Metal Forming Analysis
Welding and Allied Processes
Mechatronics & Product Design
Planning and Control of Production Systems
Foundry Technology
Automobile Engineering
Project Management
Mechanical Design I
Automation in Mfg.
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Basic Workshop
Cultural Awareness & Communication
Simulation & Analysis
Mechanical Design II
Projects
Printing Technology
Computer Graphics
Printing & Packaging Materials
Newspaper & Multimedia
Entrepreneurship
Creative Print Finishing & Converting
Advanced Printing Machines & Processes
Digital Imaging
Quality Control Systems
Technology Management
Security Printing
Elective-I
a) Machine Maintenance
b) Internet Technology
Elective –II
a) Project Work
b) Laser Engineering
c) Embedded Systems
d) Environmental Engineering
e) Optical Engineering

Master of Business Administration
Managerial Economics
Organizational Behavior

18
Business Environment
Management Concepts and Applications
Quantitative Analysis
Awakening for Managers
Business Comm. skills
Computer Application in Management
Financial Management
Marketing Management
Human Resource Management
Operations & Supply Chain Management
Business Research Methodology
Computer Networks & Internet
Operation Research
International Business
Strategic Management
Management Information System
Business Legislation
Elective 1 (Marketing)
Elective 2 (HRM)
Elective 3 (Finance)
Summer Training Report
Entrepreneurship
E- Commerce
Elective 1
Elective 2
Elective 3
Project Report
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Ragging Free Environment
Ragging in educational institutions is banned and any one indulging in ragging is
likely to be punished appropriately, which may include expulsion from the
institution, suspension from the institution or classes for a limited period or fine
with a public apology. The punishment may also take the shape of;
(i) Withholding scholarships or other benefits,
(ii) Debarring from representation in events,
(iii) withholding results,
(iv) Suspension or expulsion from hostel or mess, and the like.
If the individuals committing or abetting ragging are not/cannot be identified.
Collective punishment can be awarded to act as a deterrent.
The following will be termed as the act of ragging vide UGC regulations
29.06.2016 and AICTE approval process handbook 2018-19
"any act of physical or mental abuse (Including bullying and exclusion) targeted
at another student (fresher or otherwise) on the ground of colour, race, religion,
caste ethnicity, gender (including transgender), sexual orientation, appearance,
nationality, regional origins, linguistic, identity, place of birth, place of residence or
economic background."
Student in distress due to ragging related incidents can call the National
Anti-Ragging Help Line No. 1800-180-5522 (24x7 Toll Free)
or
email: helpline@antiragging.in
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Other Facilities

Library

Football

GYM

Seminar Hall

Lawn Tennis

Swimming Pool

Badminton

Basket Ball

Table Tennis

Horse Riding

Volley Ball

Canteen
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Cultural Activities
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Alumni Speak

As a sophomore, I am felling the files, Recalling about the past college year, so many thought are flooding in my mind At the time, I just can't tell my real
idea, The memory is just like so fresh and all the things happened yesterday! Most people in their lifetime will have gone to college. People go to college
for all kinds of reasons. Whatever the reason may be, almost everyone will have gone. The biggest adaptation I have had to make in my life was moving to
college. Not only was it totally different from high school in relation to the content of classes and homework, but it was also completely different from my
home life. I was living on my own, with new surroundings, and new people. Needless to say, this was something like I had never experienced before.
Generally, college classes aren't that much more difficult than high school courses. The big difference is that in college I have to do all of my homework
outside of class. I have to take it upon myself to get to the library if needed or ask the necessary questions. There have been many times when I have put off
doing an assignment until the night before. It is obvious that as a college student, I have had to adapt to a whole new style of learning. Another thing that I
have had to adapt to is living on my own. Since I don't have acur few anymore, I feel more independent than ever before. I no longer have to worry about
coming home late or telling anyone where I'm going to be. Life without a college experienced is nothing. This experienced make an individual more
independent more confident.
- NEERAJ SHARMA, E. C. E. Manager ( sales & marketing) Savaya group
My experience in S(P.G.) ITM was an overwhelming. Learning a new aspect, a new topic and discussing in it was an experience I can
never forget. The professors took pain to clear difficult topics and I must say, each one of them was a class apart from what I had seen so
far. Today, I am working as a web developer at coloursquare pvt ltd. Whenever I come across any difficulty, I just try remembering the
examples quoted by our professors and I find a solution almost immediately. Engineering is an aspect which resembles our own life. I
am proud to have chosen CSE stream in S(P.G)ITM as it made me a confident man because it helped me structure my life. Though I am
working now, I always long to attend the lectures once again.
- ASHWANI RATHI (Web developer at colour square)
I Pawan Kumar Yadav studied in your esteemed institution, SITM. I have done my graduation from CSE stream in 2004-2008 batch.
It was such an amazing experience to be a part of your institution and become a successful engineer. Really it was a flawless
experience to me. Your institute is very good in study and discipline and all other cultural activities that were awesome and helped us
improving mentally as well as physically. The infrastructure is very nice but is more beautiful from its internal qualities. At last I feel
very lucky to have a connection with your institution and their teachers.
- PAWAN

I Deepika Rao was a student of your esteemed institution from IT stream. Here I want to share some of my thoughts about your
college . It was a great journey to be a part of your esteemed institution as it's the best college of this region with well qualified faculty
and amazing infrastructure. The faculty is very helpful , even now also I am in contact with my staff members as they still help their
Ex-student in further higher education. At last I just want to say that I am very much overwhelmed to be a part of this institution.
- DEEPIKA
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Alumni Speak

I believe that SITM provides the right academic environment and rigor that enables you to hone your skills and develop your core
competencies. Engineering is a challenging and incredibly rewarding profession and we encourage you to explore the
possibilities. One of the best times that I had – from every single perspective – academics, friends, and hanging out - The whole
experience. Maybe that's the killer combination that makes it work in the long run. It's not a unidirectional experience, it's multi-faceted.”
- Hardeep Gill (Software developer, WIPRO)
College - is the beautiful word, the beauty of which is realized and felt only when you depart from it. Its a phase of life which
everyone passes through pleasantly or bitterly. It gives you the maturity, sensibility and the experience of how to face the world. It
is the time when your adrenaline always pops-up for anything and everything, to give you the courage and force to achieve them.
It's a place where you are allowed to fly and still being monitored, so that you feel secure. Such a thing was my college- PANKAJ KUMAR (Quality Engineer, ACE Ltd.)
If I had a chance to speak for the college, these would be a few lines... "This college had shown us most of the phases of life...good
and bad. We all have stood for it and in the same time scolded for many things. But we have done all that because it's OURS. If it
wasn't, why would we give a shit. If your mom scolds, you might feel bad....but you'll not stop loving her. That's what this college
is for us. If it gave us bitterness, it also gave a lot of sweet things which made us extremely happy. It had given us strong feathers to
fly high and strong. Whatever we had seen here, have become the part and parcel of our life, which we can term as experience. We
might blame our college for many things in front of others, but in the inside of each of us, it's written and defined that You Do Love
It!! Because you love it for the wonderful friends it has given you, the wonderful teachers to guide you and for the care that you
used to get even out of school. If u want to show your love to the college, don't do it by weeping, rather do it by achieving great
things hereafter.....kudos to S(P.G)ITM...."
- DEVENDER KUMAR (Network Engineer, HCL Pvt. Ltd.)
What did success mean? It meant individuals learning the basics of engineering and getting good grades. We didn't find it easy,
but we do find it possible, even inevitable. I observed that students to be actively engaged in their education. As you are beginning
a new stage in life, and leaned into (as it were) the difficulties of stepping from high school to college. All this pelts you with a
slogan; an inspirational lazy shorthand. It's cheer leading. “ALL THE WAY DOWN THE FIELD, GO!” Yes, yes, we need to go
down the field, “but how do we that?” So being smart is not enough; you need to engage in these three activities: setting goals,
acquiring skills, directing yourself.
- DINESH YADAV ( Assistant Manager QA International Print-o-Pac Limited)
My overall experience at S(P.G)ITM was very good. This institute has provided me a great platform. At last I just want to say that
A lot of people want a shortcut, I find the best shortcut is the long way, which is basically two words “HARD WORK”. “You have
brains in your head, You have feets in your shoes, you can steer yourself in any direction you choose”
- LALIT KUMAR ( Production Engineer, Jindal steel ltd. Hissar)
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Admission Procedure

Eligibility:
B.Tech
The Candidate must have passed the senior secondary (10+2) with Physics and Mathematics as compulsory subjects and any one out of Chemistry,
Computer Science Biology or Biotechnology.
Direct Admission in 2nd year for Diploma Holders/B.Sc. (PCM) pass out students
Pass Percentage
M.Tech
•

Graduation with Bachelor's degree in respective branch of Engg./Technology
from any recognized Indian University.
M. Sc. in Electronics/Computer Science with at least 50% marks in aggregate.

B. Tech
BBA & BCA
General : 45 %

D.Voc
M. Tech
MBA
General : 50 % General : 50 % 10 Pass/12 Pass
SC/ST: 47.50% SC/ST: 47.50%

•
SC/ST: 42.75%
MBA
NOTE : SC/ST Only for Haryana students
Graduation in any discipline
•
Fee Payment: Students are required to deposit their fee directly in college Punjab National bank Account
Account Holder's Name : “SOMANY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT”
Punjab National Bank Account No.: 1725009300010927 Branch : Anaj Mandi (Grain Market), Rewari.
IFSC CODE : PUNB0172500

Fee Structure:

41580

34080

BBA and BCA = In Process

Diploma in Vocational
Printing & Packaging = 18000
Refrigration & Air Conditioning = 25000

36000

28500

36000

39080

31580

39080

41580
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Governing Body

1.

Shri Vishal Somany
Advocate, Supreme Court of India
2.
Shri Parivartan Somany
Advocate
3.
Smt. Manju Somany
Business
Mrs. Pooja Maheswari
4.
Business
5.
Prof.(Dr.) Dilip Singh
Pro Vice Chancellor, SGT University
6.
Prof.(Dr.) Ranjeet Singh, Technologist,
Ex. Director NSIT New Delhi
Shri Sunil Gulati
7.
Business
8.
Shri I.D Bansal
Ex. Registrar, Dept. of Technical
Education Govt. of Haryana
9.
Dr. C. Ram Singla
Vice Chancellor, Madhav University
10. Smt. Manorama Rathi
Social Worker
11. Principal
-

Visiting Faculty
Dr. Ranjeet Singh

V. Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Member
Member
Member
Member Secretary

S.I.T.M. Advisory Council

Dr. H.L.Verma
Dr. Dalip Singh
Dr. Harbhajan Bansal
Dr. K.S.Kasana
Sh. Bhupender
Dr. Dharamender
Dr. Vikas Agarwal
Dr. Vinod Sharma
Dr.Mohan lal Agarwal
Dr. J. S. Saini
Dr. Pankaj
Dr. Prabhakar Kaushik
Dr. Anil Sagwan
Dr. Vikas Sandhu
Dr. Harish Mittal
Dr. Naveen Rajpal
Dr. C.L.Mittal
Dr. C.R.Singla
Dr. B.R.Gupta
Sh.M.K.Kaushik
Dr. S.S.Chahal
Dr. S.D. Vashistha
Dr. Ambrish Pandey
Dr. Sanjay Kumar Mishra

Professor (Mechanical Dept)
Ex. Secretary (Indian Society of
Technical Education)
Professor GJU Hissar
Professor IMSAR, MDU Rohtak
Professor GJU Hissar
Professor (Mechanical Dept)
Sr. Lecturer (Mechanical Dept)
Professor (Computer Science)
Astt. Professor (Computer Science)
Professor (Chemistry)
Professor (Mechanical)
Professor (Nurdhal University)
Professor (P.T., GJU, Hissar)
Professor (Mechanical Dept) MDU Rohtak
professor (ECE Dept) MDU Rohtak
Professor (ECE Dept) MDU Rohtak
Professor (Computer Science)
Professor (Computer Science)
Professor (ECE Dept)
Professor (ECE Dept)
Professor (ECE Dept)
Lecturer (ECE) IIT Delhi
Prof. Dept. of Commerce Rohtak
Prof. Dept. of Commerce Rohtak
Asst. Professor (PrintingTechnology),
GJUS & T, Hissar
Prof. (Mechanical Dept.), Australia
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Our Chief Guests

Former Chief Justice of India
Shri R.C. Lahoti Ji at SITM

M.P. & Ex. President, Supreme Court
of India Bar Association
Shri Ram Jethmalani Ji at SITM

Member of Parliament and Chairman of
B.C.C.I. Shri Anurag Thakur Ji ar SITM

Ex. M.P. & Technical Education Minister
Shri Sunil Shasri Ji S/o Ex. Prime Minister of India
Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri at SITM

Ex. Vice Chancellor G.J.U. Hissar
Dr. M.L. Ranga Ji at SITM

Director Distance Education, M.D.U.
Shri Naseeb Singh Gill Ji at SITM
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The College Magazine & Journal

The college Journal & magazine provides a good exposure to our students to sharpen their creative talent by
enabling them to express their views on matter of common human interest and social enlightenment.

Contact us:
Admission Cell :
Phone: 09541069998, 09350311022, 08882299999
E-Mail.: somanyitmncr@gmail.com
Visit us at : somanyncr.com
Address: Delhi-Jaipur Highway (NH 48)
Beside 3 Km. From Rewari City, Sector - 26, Haryana NCR– 123401
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OTHER SISTER CONCERN
Somany Foundation
Swatantrata Senani R.D Somany Shikshan Sansthan
Somany College of Pharmacy
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Somany Institute of Technology & Management

JAIPUR

Delhi - Jaipur Highway, NH-48, Beside 3 Km. from Rewari City,
HARYANA NCR - 123 401
Fax/Ph. 91-1274-261239,
M : 09541069998, 9350311022, 8882299999
E-mail : somanyitmncr@gmail.com
Visit us at : www.somanyncr.com

